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LARGEST ORDER IN COMPANY
HISTORY FOR LAMMHULTS
Last Friday, Lammhults Möbel received its largest order in company history. The order, corresponding to approximately 15 MSEK, is for the complete interior of WTO’s (World Trade Organization)
new head office. The building, in Genève, Switzerland, has been designed by the German Architect
Professor Jens Wittfoht.

PRESTIGE PROJECT
The delivery, to be carried out in October,
includes working and meeting areas for 260
persons, and also social areas such as restaurants and cafés. Lammhults has been working
on this project since September last year and
received the order in competition with a number of actors from all over Europe. Towards the
end, there were still nine tenderers.
”-The fact that Lammhults was chosen as a total
supplier for one of the UN’s buildings confirms
our position as one of the top design brands in
Europe. This is a project that provides valuable
prestige for our future, long-term work in order
to increase our presence on the international
arena.” says Lars Bülow, MD, Lammhults.

WTO´S NEW HEAD OFFICE

SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN
The order consists of a number of seating furniture and table from the Lammhults range, products
designed by Lammhults’ prominent Scandinavian designers. Among the chosen products are Cinema
easy chair by Gunilla Allard, Addit modular sofa by Anya Sebton and Imprint chair by Johannes
Foersom & Peter Hiort-Lorenzen. ”-Besides being very strong design-wise, Lammhults’ products are
also very functional and provides the highest quality, factors that all have been determinants for the
success in this project”, explains Lars Bülow.

ADDIT

CINEMA
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IMPRINT

THIRD-PART PRODUCTS
A large part of the interior that Lammhults delivers to WTO is third-part products. This concerns
working places, lighting, textiles and acoustic solutions. In this case, we collaborate with, apart from
our sister company Abstracta, with other design-oriented companies like the Danish textile company
Kvadrat.”-Being the total supplier in projects, instead of only delivering some parts for a project, is a
new and challenging way of working for Lammhults on the export markets”, says Jean Verner, Project
Manager. ”-This project gives us experience and strong references for the future, and we show our
partners that we, at Lammhults, have both the products and the resources to take place in really large
projects” Jean Verner concludes.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

MD Lars Bülow, +46 727 15 05 25 or
Marketing Manager Ulrika Johansson Ståhl, +46 708 83 87 75.

Lammhults develops and markets modern furniture of international design for companies with high demands
on quality and design. We cooperate with some of the leading contemporary furniture designers. What we
accomplish together shall be elegant, effective and eco-friendly. Lammhults Möbel AB is the market leader
within the Swedish design furniture industry. The company is part of the public group Lammhults Design Group
AB, listed on Nasdaq OMX small-cap.
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